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OZ DO DOURO IS THE WEALTHY 
suburb of Porto where you’ll find 
Passeio Alegre – the city’s ‘glad 
stroll’. Sidling up to the River 

Douro before it opens onto the sea, this 
languorous promenade is where locals come  
to be happy; walking among them, I feel it, 
too. Older folk have set up camping chairs in 
the shade of palm trees, settling down to watch over 
a pleasant light traffic of strollers, joggers, rollerbladers 
and cyclists. vI amble northwest, watching scenery along 
the walkway become progressively more coastal; first a 
lighthouse, then waves crashing at a rocky shore. Couples drink 
coffee in sea-facing cafés, while, in the striped shadows of the 
Pergola da Foz, a weekend clothes market is getting going. 
Linen garments on a rail dance in the breeze coming off the 
Atlantic, as another trader arranges her handmade jewellery on 
a velvet-draped trestle table. Walking on, I find patches of sandy 
beach, one occupied by a neon-clad Zumba class, who bop along 
to Latin pop hits with admirable synchronicity.

Further north, at Leça da Palmeira, is the Piscina das Marés, 
designed and built between 1959 and 1973 by Portuguese 
starchitect Álvaro Siza Vieira. He also designed the nearby Boa 
Nova Tea House which, perched on a rocky outcrop, houses a 
Michelin-starred restaurant. Both buildings share an intimate 
connection with the Atlantic Ocean, but it’s the pool that locals 
treasure, the joy of summer visits passed from one generation 
to the next. Built from exposed concrete, it has a subdued palette 
echoing that of the landscape, while its sharp Brutalist lines 
contrast with the water eddying at both edges. The fierce wind 
that whisks at the surface today could explain why, on a Sunday, 
I have the sun-warmed sea pool entirely to myself, my lengths 
of front crawl observed only by a squabble of curious seagulls. 

This stretch of coast, with the port town of Matosinhos at its 
centre, may serve partly as Porto’s weekend playground – but 
historically the opposite was true. ‘The Douro River was too 
silted to allow big ships to come into the city itself, so Matosinhos 
became the working port of Porto,’ says Graça Almeida, who  
works in its beachside tourist office. Her windows look out onto 

Hitting the centre of town is usually the default on a city break,  
but heading to the outer limits can offer a more authentic take on  
a destination, as Orla Thomas discovers on a trip to Porto
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Matosinhos’ cruise ship terminal, a gleaming white spiral on  
a skyline otherwise dominated by container cranes. Everywhere 
in this town are vestiges of its past; from its hangar-style, 
mid-century covered market, to a dominating piece of public art 
– a 50m-high red net, dedicated to its fishing community.

A more organic legacy of this still-thriving industry is found 
one street back from the beach, on Rua Heróis de França, home 
to most of the area’s best fish and seafood restaurants. ‘Many of 
them began with fishermen’s wives cooking for the fishermen 
and the men who worked in the port,’ says Graça as we wander 
past the street’s tiled shop fronts, a mix of painted azulejos and 
Metro-style rectangles in rich greens and blues. Grey wisps of 
charcoal smoke lure us onwards, like signals. ‘Sunday lunch  
is the traditional meal for Portuguese to eat out,’ says Graça. 
‘And if you have only one restaurant meal a week, it’s here.’ 

Almost all Rua Heróis de França’s restaurants have an outdoor 
grill, where the catch of the day is cooked with utmost care. Chefs 
both pot-bellied and brawny glisten with sweat as they tend hot 
coals on hot days, chargrilling prawns pink and retrieving whole 
green bell peppers roasting among the embers. ‘It’s all about using 
the quantity of coal to control the temperature and cook the fish 
to its best,’ says Bruno Reis, tossing salt-rubbed sardines onto 
the grill at restaurant Palato, where he has worked for four years 
(the other chef has been here 50). ‘You have to love what you do.’ 
Clearly, the customers appreciate his work – families are 
gathered at every table, each piled with plates of squid, sea bass 
and sole, salad, tomato rice, carafes of wine. 

There’s no siesta tradition in most of Portugal – but no one has 
told the dozen nappers I see sleeping off lunch on Matosinhos’ 
main sandy beach. Some eventually awaken to buy a cone from 
the ice-cream parlour Modì, or tripas (sweet pancakes griddled 
on a waffle iron) from a candy-striped seafront shack. Other 
people stride to the sea’s edge clutching surfboards, or paddle 
hand in hand with their children. This is the sabbath, the day of 
rest, and if everyone seems to have a different interpretation of 
the idea, all agree on one thing: this is the place for it.    

GETTING THERE & 
AROUND 
BA, easyJet, Ryanair and 
TAP Air Portugal fly to Porto 
from UK airports (from £120; 
flytap.com). It’s a 15-minute 
cab ride from the airport to 
Matosinhos, which is linked 
to Porto by the blue metro 
line (A) and the 120 bus. 

WHERE TO STAY AND EAT
O Valentim Hotel has a 
sunny terrace with views of 
the sea and the restaurants 
of Rua Heróis de França:  
a great place to sit with a 
port-tonic. Its ten rooms are 
smartly, simply done, plus 
there’s a good restaurant 
downstairs (from £58; 
ovalentim.com). Book 
ahead for Sunday lunch at 
Palato (fish dishes such as 
sardines, from £8; palato.pt). 
On a sunny weekend the 
best place to sit is outside, 
where you can watch the 
chefs at the grill. Staring  
at Álvaro Siza Vieira’s 
building, the Boa Nova Tea 
House, is cheaper than 
eating there (tasting menus 
from £90; casadechadaboa 
nova.pt). The favoured local 
spot for an ice cream is the 
Italian-style gelateria Modì

(cone from £2.70), which is 
close to the beach and has 
outdoor seating. Flavours 
change regularly; pistachio 
is perennially good. 

WHAT TO SEE AND DO
Piscina das Marés is usually 
open June to September, but 
was closed for renovations 
as we went to press. Piscina 
Quinta da Conceição, close 
by in Leça da Palmeira, was 
also designed by Siza Vieira; 
it’s not a seawater pool, but 
it is open-air. You can check 
the status of both pools at 
matosinhosport.com. Surf 
schools including Fish Surf 
School offer lessons at 
Matosinhos Beach: a surf 
introduction costs £18, or 
you can rent a soft board 
from £5 (fishsurfschool.com). 

MORE INFORMATION
Explore the area with our 
Portugal guide (£16.99). 
Matosinhos tourist board’s 
website promotes it as the 
place to try the ‘World’s 
Best Fish’, but also has 

suggestions for 
places to stay, 
visit and eat out 
(matosinhos 
wbf.pt).

orla thomas is a big fan  
of swimming in saltwater  
lidos (especially when they’re 
otherwise empty).
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Orla stepping into  
the tidal Piscina das 
Marés swimming pool 
at Leça da Palmeira

Chefs working the 
outdoor grills on  
Rua Heróis de França  
in Matosinhos
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